
New Features in Current Branch 2103 – Configuration Manager 

I will explore new features released in CB2103.  Microsoft released this version on 5th April 2021.  Here 

are the features. 

Microsoft Endpoint Manager tenant attach - Display all applications for a device in Microsoft Endpoint 

Manager admin center. 

 

Antivirus policy exclusions merge - When a tenant attached device is targeted with two or more 

antivirus policies, the settings for antivirus exclusions will merge before being applied to the client. This 

change results in the client receiving the exclusions defined in each policy, allowing for more granular 

control of antivirus exclusions. 

User discovery prerequisite simplification - 

 

Application details - When tenant attach is enabled, the applications pane in the Microsoft Endpoint 

Manager admin center will show an Error Description if the application status is Failed. 

Enable the site for HTTPS-only or enhanced HTTP - 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/servers/deploy/install/list-of-prerequisite-

checks#enable-site-system-roles-for-https-or-enhanced-http 

Deprecated Azure Monitor connector - 

 

SQL Server Express version - If you have a secondary site that uses SQL Server Express edition, this 

check warns if the version is earlier than SQL Server 2016 with service pack 2 (13.0.5026.0). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/servers/deploy/install/list-of-prerequisite-checks#enable-site-system-roles-for-https-or-enhanced-http
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/servers/deploy/install/list-of-prerequisite-checks#enable-site-system-roles-for-https-or-enhanced-http


 

Allow exclusion of organizational units (OU) from Active Directory User Discovery - You can now 

exclude OUs from Active Directory User Discovery. 

 

Improvements to the collection relationships viewer - Starting in version 2010, you can view 

dependency relationships between collections in a graphical format. The relationships for a collection 

were presented as two hierarchical trees, one for dependents and the other for dependencies. In this 

release, you can view both parent and child relationships together in a single graph. This change allows 

you to quickly see an overview of all the relationships of a collection at once and then drill down into 

specific related collections. It also includes other filtering and navigation improvements. 

Improvements to query preview - You now have more options when using the collection query preview. 

The following improvements have been made to previewing collection queries: 

 

Improvements to collection evaluation view - The following improvements were made to the collection 

evaluation view: 

 



Change foreground color for Software Center branding - Software Center already provides various 

controls for you to customize the branding to support your organization's brand. For some customers, 

their brand color doesn't work well with the default white font color for a selected item. To better 

support these customers and improve accessibility, you can now configure a custom color for the 

foreground font. 

Improved user experience and security with Software Center custom tabs - Since current branch 

version 1906, you can add up to five custom tabs to Software Center. These custom tabs let you give 

your users easy access to common web apps and other sites. Previously, to display websites Software 

Center used the Windows built-in Internet Explorer browser control. 

Starting in this release, Software Center can now use the Microsoft Edge WebView2 browser control. 

The WebView2 browser control provides improved security and user experience. For example, more 

websites should work with these custom tabs without displaying script errors or security warnings. 

Disable application deployments - You can now disable application deployments. Other objects already 

have similar behaviors: 

 

 

Windows 10 Servicing dashboard changes - We've simplified the Windows 10 Servicing dashboard to 

make it more relevant. The new Quality Update Versions chart displays the top five revisions of 

Windows 10 across your devices. The Latest Feature Update chart shows the number of devices that 

installed the latest feature update. The Windows 10 Usage chart, showing the distribution of Windows 

10 major releases, was renamed to Feature Update Versions. Servicing plan and Windows 10 ring 

information were removed from the dashboard. 

Deploy a feature update with a task sequence - You can now upgrade a client's Windows OS by using a 

feature update deployed with a task sequence. This integration combines the simplicity of Windows 

servicing with the flexibility of task sequences. Servicing uses content that you synchronize through the 

software update point. This process simplifies the need to manually get, import, and maintain the 

Windows image content used with a standard task sequence to upgrade Windows. The size of the 

servicing ESD file is generally smaller than the OS upgrade package and WIM image file. You can also use 

Windows features such as Dynamic Update and Delivery Optimization. 



 

Task sequence error shows more check readiness details - The task sequence progress can now display 

more information about readiness checks. If a task sequence fails because the client doesn't meet the 

requirements configured in the Check readiness task sequence step, the user can now see more details 

about the failed prerequisites. 

 

Encryption algorithm to capture and restore user state - The task sequence steps to Capture User State 

and Restore User State always encrypt the USMT state store. Previously, Configuration Manager 

configured USMT to use the 3DES algorithm. Starting in this release, both steps now use the highest 

supported encryption algorithm, AES 256. 

Improvements to OS deployment - This release includes the following improvements to OS deployment: 

 



Improvements to BitLocker management - In current branch version 2010, you can manage BitLocker 

policies and escrow recovery keys over a cloud management gateway (CMG). This support included a 

couple of limitations. 

 

Approved scripts for orchestration groups - You can now select from scripts that have already been 

approved when configuring pre and post-scripts for an orchestration group. When in the Create 

Orchestration Group Wizard, you'll see a new page called Script Picker. Select your pre and post scripts 

from your list of scripts that are already approved. You can still add scripts manually on the pre and 

post-script pages. Additionally, you can also edit scripts that you pre-populated from the Script Picker. 

Change default maximum run time for software updates - Configuration Manager sets the following 

maximum run time for these categories of software updates: 

 

TLS certificate pinning for devices scanning HTTPS-configured WSUS servers - 

 

Download Power BI report templates from Community hub - Community hub now supports 

contributing and downloading Power BI report template files. This integration allows administrators to 

easily share and reuse Power BI reports. Contributing and downloading Power BI report template is also 

available for current branch versions of Configuration Manager. 

Access the top queries shared in the Community hub from CMPivot - You can now access the top 

CMPivot queries shared in the Community hub from on-premises CMPivot. By leveraging pre-created 

CMPivot queries shared by the broader community, CMPivot users gain access to a wider variety of 

queries. On-premises CMPivot accesses the Community hub and returns a list of the top downloaded 

CMPivot queries. Users can review the top queries, customize them, and then run on-demand. This 

improvement gives a wider selection of queries for immediate usage without having to construct them 

and also allows information sharing on how to build queries for future reference. 



Centralized management of console extensions - Configuration Manager now supports a new style of 

console extensions that have the following benefits: 

 

Add a report as a favorite - Configuration Manager ships with several hundred reports by default, and 

you may have added more to that list. Instead of continually searching for reports you commonly use, 

you can now make a report a favorite. This action allows you to quickly access it from the new Favorites 

node. 

Improvements to the product lifecycle dashboard - This release includes improvements to the product 

lifecycle dashboard to make it more actionable for you. 

 

Improvements to Support Center - Support Center is now split into the following tools: 

 

OneTrace support for jump lists - Support Center OneTrace now supports jump lists for recently opened 

files. Jump lists let you quickly go to previously opened files, so you can work faster. 

 



Known issue with updateable PowerShell help - Starting in version 2010, you could use the Update-

Help cmdlet to download the latest information for the Configuration Manager PowerShell module. 

Because of a change in how the updateable content is structured and published with the release of 

version 2103, don't use Update-Help on a version 2010 site. Update the site to version 2103, and then 

update the local help content. 

The cmdlet will successfully download content on a version 2010 console, but Get-Help will only return 

default usage information. Before the release of version 2103, if you used Update-Help with a version 

2010 site, you can continue to use Get-Help now. 

Depreciated Features – These are the following: 

 

This concludes new features. 
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